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hacking that many people and companies do. we have built a security solution called cyberlux virtual machine. it allows us to remotely run small software called virtual machines. each such machine has a unique set of access rights that allows each of our customers to use cyberlux for their specific use case. juergen wirtz was still
the man in the shadows when i visited him in november 2014. he was easygoing, though, and i liked that. he didn't talk much about his former business, but did some on the side, and then some more. why he was doing it, and what he really thought about it, is anyone's guess. but i got a sense that he wasn't involved in it for the

money; there was some machismo about the whole thing. but there was also a family involved, and he and his former partner seemed to be willing to go through a lot of trouble, though not necessarily a lot of money, to avoid going to prison.
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based on what we've seen, it'll be a long time before cyberlux is really profitable in the traditional
sense. but we think cyberlux can't be stopped. an analysis showed that cyberlux stock is a buy
right now. it's cheap and growing, and the technology is new and intriguing. there are two main

kinds of available software - operating systems and applications. operating systems are the
programs that manage your computer. when you boot up your computer, it's actually loading your

operating system. all of the applications you use are loaded into your operating system. if you
have mac os x, for example, you have a stock operating system (os). your computer also has the

ability to run the operating system of another computer, which is called virtualization. virtualization
allows you to run another computer's operating system in your computer. most of the time, you
run a software package on your computer's operating system called a "launcher" (or a "launcher

program") that provides you with easy access to your software. this allows you to run one program,
or multiple programs, from one menu. cyberlux includes a launcher in its operating system. the

cyberlux launcher is a new, custom-built launcher that provides easy access to cyberlux's various
software applications. the cyberlux lighting system is sold as a standalone package. the cyberlux 8

incorporates a unique, multi-function, high-intensity, light emitting diode (led) light that uses a
laser diode to provide a narrow, focused beam of light. cyberlux said that the beam can be digitally

adjusted up to 5,000 lux for searching, and up to 3,000 lux for low-light viewing. the light is
capable of high-intensity (up to 40,000 lux) for emergency operations. 5ec8ef588b
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